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ABSTRACT
A fall scale inlet test was to to done in the NASA-ARC 40' X 80' WT to demon-
strate satisfactory inlet performance at high angles of attack. The `'inlet
was designed to match a Hamilton-Standard 55 inch, variable pitch fan, driven
by a Lycoming 1`55-L-11A gas generator. The test was installed in the wind
tunnel on two separate occasions but mechanical failures in the fan drive
gear box early • in each period terminated testing. A detailed description
is included of the Model, installation, instrumentation and data reduction
procedures. The final data acquired is contained as Volume II.
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Testing was done in three parts. The.initial checkout and-static cal-
ibration tests were done at the Boeing Remote Engine Test Site, Tulalip,
Washington during the period June 22 to July 10, 1976. The wind tunnel
testing was done at the National Aeronautics and Space Administration's
Ames Research Center (NASA-ARC), Moffett Field California, July 1'9 thru
July 26, 1976 and September 27 thru October 7, 1976.
Authorization
The program, sponsored by NASA, was funded by contract NAS2-9215, "Large
Scale Variable Pitch Lift/Cruise Fan Nacelle Test for the 40' X 80' Wind
Tunnel". Internal funding within the Boeing Company occurred with IDWA
#280009, W.O. 5-B6311-7550-192061 and #283173 W.O. # 5-73587-8050-
192061. An add-on portion to the test, for which Boeing support was
subcontracted to Hamilton Standard/NASALeRC was funded by Purchase Order
E276925X4 "Reverse Thrust Wind Tunnel Tests", W.O. 5-86661-8421-NASA01..
Faci l tip+
The facility used for the static test and model checkout was the Tulalip
Test Stand, T-1, The wind tunnel tests were done in the NASA-ARC 40 X
80 foot Wind Tunnel.
Purpose
The purpose of the test was to determine the range of nacelle tilt
angles, freestream velocities, and engine airflow levels for which a
fixed lip inlet can provide pressure recoveries and distortion levels
that result in acceptable core engine/fan operating characteristics and
fan blade stress levels.
Model
The test model was an asymmetric inlet, designed to match the airflow
.characteristics and geometry of a Hamilton Standard 55 inch variable
Pitch fan (Q U44-18) driven by a Lycoming T55-L-11A gas generator.
Recorded Parameters
The fan inlet, core engine inlet, core engine and fan nozzles were in-
strumented with sufficient pressures and temperatures to define pressure
recoveries, di!;tortions, static and total pressure profiles, and inlet/
exit airflows. The model installation was mounted on balance for force
measurement.	 Wind tunnel and engine operating parameters were measured
to define the test conditions.
7C"'`















Tests were done at Tulalip to demonstrate the "model system readiness"
for the wind tunnel test, confirm an airflow calibration and to deter-
mine the effect, if any, of a close proximity ground plane to the core/
engine/fan exhaust Nozzle exits.
Tests were then to be done in the wind tunnel at free stream velocities
of 0 to 160 knots and inlet angles of attack 0 to 1200 . During the
first series of test runs in the wind tunnel the main power transfer
gear in the fan gearbox (4.75:1 reduction) failed and temporarily ended
the test. The model was repaired and reinstalled 2 months later.:
Again after 8 test runs the same gear failed in a slightly different
location. * The core engine oversped to a point where the ?rd stage•
*turbine wheel shed its blades and burst. The complete core engine was




The model was installed at Tulalip for 19 days, during which 5.23 hrs of
°'engine-on time was logged. The first installation at NASA-ARC was for
8 days, 2.42 tars "engine-on time and the second installation,'9 days,
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During the first part of 1976, The Boeing Aerospace Company, Military
Airplane Division was awarded, by NASA-ARC, an inlet design contract in
support of a multi-mission VSTOL airplane. The performance of a Boeing
fixed lip inlet would be demonstrated on a Hamilton-Standard Q-Fan t
demonstrator engine operating in 	 ea sever 	 environment
provided by the NASA-ARC 40'X 80' WT. Boeing was the prime contractor
responsible for the inlet and nacelle design, fabrication and assembly,
installation, wind tunnel test and data analysis. The responsibility
for supplying the core engine/fan system along with its operation during
test was subcontracted to Hamilton-Standard (HS).
The main, objective would be to demonstrate that a fixed lip inlet can
provide adequate.pressure recovery and distortion levels that result -in
acceptabla core-engine/fan stall margins and fan blade stress levels at
combinations of large nacelle tilt angles, freest -ream velocities and
engine airflow levels.
FACILITY
Testing was performed in the NASA-ARC 40 foot by 80'foo t Wind Tunnel
(40' X 80' WT). The Wind Tunnel has a closed 40 by 80 foot test section
with semicircular sides o f
 20-foot radius, and a closed circuit air re-
turn passage. the genera,  arrangement is shown in Figure 1. Air is
driven in the wind tunnel by six 40 foot diameter fans which are powered
by six, 6,000 horsepower electric motors. The tunnel operates with a
stagnation pressure equal to atmospheric. The stagnation temperature
varies from ambient upwards, due to the entrained products of combustion
and the heat from the tunnel drive system.
Prior to installation of the test
	
'in the Wind Tur,nel, the complete
test system, engine through instrumentation through data reduction, was
given an operational/functional checkout at the toeing TAlalip Test
Site, T-1.
INSTALLATION
The test model, installed in the wind tunnel, is shown in Figure 2. The
main wind tunne'1 model support struts • were.removed and the semi-span
turntable installed for mounting the nacelle.. The nacelle, was bolted
atop a Boeing designed pylon-strut which in turn was bolted to the turn-
table. This ertire assembly was mounted "on balance" for measuring the
model forces. A large fairing was designed jnd built to fit around the
strut and turntable and mounted "off balance' to provide shielding from
the Wind Tunnel air forces. The centerline if the nacelle was 12'-7 1/8"
above the Wind Tunnel floor and located on the vertical centerplane of





















the installation, or center of rotation, was at tunnel
A model alignment check was done after installation and
determined to be 0.6 nose down at 0 angle of attack. No
made for this slight deviation from the horizontal.
The rotation of the semi-span turntable is in the horizontal plane
(normal inlet yaw) and since the inlet was asymmetric the inlet was in-
stalled on its side, i.e., the 90 0
 position on the inlet lip was up in
the wind tunnel. This exposed the windward designed side of the inlet
to the tunnel flow at angles of attack. Figures 3, 4, and 5, show the
nacelle at angles of attack of 0 0 , 60 0 , and 120 0
 respectively.
The peripheral support equipment, other than the instrumentation systems,
were mainly hydraulic and lubrication supply systems for the vari-
able pitch fan. One large high pressure pump, reservoir and cooler were
located on the first floor, with a gear box lubrication supply and scaven-
ging pump (2) located on the second floor. The high pressure pump
supplied fluid for the fan blade pitch change and control system and the
engine power lever position in the system. Ttae tube and scavenge pumps
supplied and scavenged the fan gearbox of lubrication oil.
The onboard fire system consisted of manifoldE.d nozzles within the core
engine cowling attached to two high pressure nitrogen bottles. In the
event of an external Engine fire the cavity irside the cowling would be
filled with inert gas (N2). More detailed information regarding the
installation support equipment may be found ir: the Plan of Tent, refer-
ence 1.
The pretunnel installation system checkout was done at Tulalip, T-1.
Here the nacelle assembly was bolted on a special shipping frame which
in turn was welded to tie down plates beneath the test stand. Figure 6
shows the model installed at Tulalip.
MODEL
The test model, or nacelle, consisted of an inlet, a variable pitch fan,
a gas turbine core engine, and the appropriate fairings, nozzles etc.
The inlet has a 57.826 inch highlight diameter, a 47.236"(1752,.4 sq. in.)
throat diameter and a 55 inch fan face diameter (1869.12 sq.' in.). The
inlet contours are asymmetric with the windward side (180°) having a
higher contraction ratio.than the leeward side. (0°). The contraction
ratio varies from 1.76 at 180° to 1.30 at 0°. At a given inlet station,
both the internal and external contours are c i rcular in cross section
with offset centers. The inlet cowl was made of fiberglass.
The Hamilton-Standard Q-Fan3 demonstrator is a 55 inch, 13 bladed,
variable pitch fan which utilizes a Lycoming 755-L-11A, 3750 hp gas turbine
as the core engine.
	 The fan has 17:1 bypass ratio and is driven through
a 4.75:1 gear reduction to a maximum speed of 3365 rpm. The fan system
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fan exit nozzle was a simple, round, constant area, aluminum nozzle
with an exit area of 1649 square inches. The core engine exit nozzle
supplied with the engine, had an exit area of 394 square inches. A
schematic of the inlet and nacelle showing the major components and
station designations is shown in Figure 7.
INSTRUMENTATION
The test model instrumentation was divided into three groups: 1)
Model performance, 2) Core engine/fan operation and health and 3) Wind
Tunnel condition.	 A brief descri ption of each group follows:
Model Performance
INLET: The inlet contained 45 cowl surface static pressure ports--
fi,ure 8, and seven fan face total pr^:ssure rakes (70 total pres-
sures, 7 statics and 3 flush mounted total pressure transducers,)
figure 9. These rakes are ,also shown in the photograph, figure 10.
FAN DUCT: The fan duct had two rakes located just ahead of the
fan nozzle exit, figure 11. The rakes each contained 10 total
pressures, 3 total temperature probes, two Prandtl-type static
probes and are shown in figure 12.
CORE ENGINE: The core engine compressor face was instrumented
with 8 total pressure rakes (45 total pressures and 3 flush mounted
transducers,), figure 13, and 8 static pressure ports. One total
pressure was also located at the core compressor inlet lip.
Engine performance was determined by measuring Nl, N2, and power
shaft torque.	 The engine nozzle contained two rakes, figure
14, with 5 total pressures and 5 total temperatures.
Core Engine/Fan Operation and Health
FAN: Fan operation and health was monitored by fan blade angle
(FBA), fan RPM(N2/4.75) and 3 strain-gaged blades. In addition
the gearbox tube oil pressure, temperature and flow were dis
played.on panel meters. Measurements were also displayed of the
inlet, fan gear box and fan mount shroud, horizontal and vertical
vibrations. Three ofthe 7 fan face total pressure rakes were
strain gagi?d near the rake root to monitor stress levels during
testing.
CORE ENGINE: The engine system contained all the normal monitor
and control parameters, N1, N2, TT7, fuel and oil pressures and
temperatures (various locations), three vibration pickups, and
power lever angle and fuel supply. In addition six engine exter-















The Wind Tunnel instrumentation consisted of measuring the total
and static pressure, and the -total temperature. In addition the
model lift, drag and side forces, pitch, yaw and rolling moments
were measured by the facility balance system.
For the second phase, or reverse thrust testing the model was setup such
that the following changes could be easily made within the existing in-
strumentation system:
1) Removal of the 7 fan face total pressure rakes (special plugs
had been made for filling the holes in the duct).
2) Adding two aft (fan) facing total pressure rakes.
3) Addition of l fan shroud static PFC (Fig. 12) equi-distant
from the fan blade centerline as cowl static PC42.
-4) Addition of a pressure line to measure compressor discharge
pressure.
5) Turning the , two fan duct exit rakes to face aft.
6) The addition of 13 nozzle "exlet" static pressures to the data
system.
The basic instrumentation/data recording system was a Boeing "Standard
Digital Data System" (SDDS). The system contained signal conditioning
equipment, monitoring equipment, scanivalves, analog to digital conver-
sion etc. The system output data on punched paper tape for use with a
PDP8/I computer. A detailed description of the exact equipment is con-
tained in the Instrumentation Report, Appendix A. Detail scanning/in-
strumentation assignments are also included for reference. A. photo-
graph of the equipment along with the N-S furnished core engine/fan
controls and monitors installed at NASA-ARC is shown in figure 15. N-S
also furnished and operated the fan blade stress monitoring and record-
ing equipment (Three of the 13 blades were gaged).
DATA REDUCTION
The data were reduced to semi-final form on-site during the test using a
PDP8/I computer. The computer system (incl ,ading line printer) was fur-
nished and operated by Boeing with the data system. The data were
reduced with data reduction program PNO26-"Ames Q-FAN V Nacelle Inlet
Program". Final data tabulation or re-reduction was done at Boeing to
convert the de.ta . into the metric system, SI units,and microfilm.
The equations used in the data calculations are described on the follow-
ing pages refE:renced to the sample data 	 ' page, figure 16. Total pres-
sure data from the core engine compressor face probes were also used in
calculating an engine manufacturers recommended distortion index. The
"Allison Radiz:l and Circumferential Distortion Index" data are contained
as the page two output for each test point. This index, defined in the
"Allison Gas Turbine Specification #844-B".is described in "Sub-routine
EXTRA 6.01", Appendix B.
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(FORWARD FLOW - CAL026) ,
1. Tunnel static pressure based on AMES input data.
	
PO = PTO - QPSF/144 	 (1a)
2. Inlet: corrected airflow - table look-up. (Table 1)
WK1 vs. PSTI
where
PSTI	 ((PC(13) + PC(31) + PC(37) + PC(38))/4.0)/PTO
3. Inlet airflow,
Wl = WKl * 6T/ T
where
	
dT = TTO/518.67	 (3a)
8•I
 PTO/14.696
4. Fan face average total pressure -recovery, area weighted.
PTFA = PTFAV/PTO
10





PTFR = 1/7 E PTFXn
n=1
PTFXn = Individual fan face total pressures, number X(4b)
An




1	 93.462	 1, ; ., 21', 31, 41, 51, 61
	
?	 93.462	 2, 12, 22, 32, 42, 52, 62
	
3	 280.362	 3, 13, 23, 33, 43, 53, 63
	
4	 280.362
	 4, 14, 24, 34, 44 54, 64
	
5	 280.362	 5 9 1 5, 25, 35, 45, 55, 65
	
6	 280.362
	 6, 7 6, 26,•36, 46, 56, 66
	
7	 280.362	 7, 17, 27, 37, 47, 57, 67
	
8	 93.462	 8, (8, 28, 38, 48, 58, 68
9, 29, 39, 49, 59, 69
	
4	 93.462	 9 	 I
	
10	 93.462	 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70
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S. Fan face total pressure distortion
DTSF'- (PTFXMAX ` PTFXMIN)/PTFAV








WF	 X	 THr,	 20 Y
n=I V518.688 V.F Rly-1) L( P"Mn	 PTY j
Y = 1.4015	
%.
g - 32.1741 16-ft/sect
= 53.35 ft-lb/lb*R
P14	 Fan duct nozzle static pressure * (6a)	 2833
DMI)(Rn - 18.61	 _^for I < n < 10	 (PM2-. 4 ,	 I + FIM2 R10.65 **	 n
for ]I< n < 20 (PM-N-13) ( R n - 18.61 -) + PM410.65
T.-`









1.11	 117.1 I'll 28.73
2.12	 116.5 2,12 27.4
3,13	 99.8 3,13 26.16
4.14	 90.7 4,14 24.98
5.15	 82.5 5115 23.86
6,16	 75. 6,16 22.79
7,17	 68.4 7.17 21.77
8,18	 63.5 8,18 20 . 78
9.19	 58.5 9119 19.83
10,20	 60.2 10,20 .18'.91
7.-	 Fan duct corrected airflow
WKF = WF	 qE)FISF
where	 6
OF
	 6	 ^ TTM )/518.688 (7a)nn=I
6 F	 PTMAII/ 14.696
For  test runs 27-35 PM2 & 4 Probeswere damaged and PM either PMl or
PM3.(no, linear interpolation was done).





n +	 n+10PT14AV 
' 992 (T64§	 2	 An} (7b)
. n=l
PTM = Fan duct exit nozzle total pressures (70
A - two times the values shown in A table, for values
n	 I < n < 10	 1







16.96 * PTCAR n C7 






PTCAR = The individual core engine rake average pressure.,
11C = Core engine compressor face total temperature
PSCX = Core engine compressor face static pressure aligned with
each core engine rake am. (8a)
9.	 Core engine compressor face corrected airflow.




TTC = Compressor face total temperature DaY
6 E = PTCAV/14.696




n 'PTC	 Individual total pressures (48)
n=l * . 48	 at the core engine compressor face
(9b)
10 Area weighted average total pressure recovery, core engin e compressor face.
FTCA = PTCAV/PTO
11. Core engine compressor face total pressure distortion
DISC = (PTCMAX PTCMIN)/PTCAV
12. Core engine horsepower
EP = 2n * ETM CN2/330000
where ETM Core engine torque (12a)










13. Corrected core engine nozzle thrust - table look-up (Table 1)
CKFN vs. corrected engine horsepower (CP)'"
CP = EP/( f"-E- * 6E)
14. Core engine nozzle thrust.
FN - CKFN * dE
15. Core engine nozzle exit velocity
VN = FN * g/WE + FF
where FF is a table look-up (Table 1)
FF vs. CKN1
CKNI = Corrected compressor speed.
16. Average core nozzle total temperature.
5
TTNAV = 1/5 E TTNn
n=1






118.	 Average core engine nozzle total pressure.
5
PTNAV = 1/5 E PTNn	(18a)
n=1
	
9.	 Calculated inlet airflow.
Y+1	 1/2
W2 = £0 
R* PTFn
, { R ^-
	 [ (
^f^) - (P) Y ^ }
n-1 VTTO	 n	 n
A =. An/7 ( from the An
 table used in the calculation of PTFA'1}
PPA = Interpolated average static pressure for each fan face
total pressure probe.
	 27.228
PCZ - PPY * RA - 13.7971
 +. PPY RA13.703
113.237
PC = Inlet cowl compressor face static pressure (19a)










11 < n < 20 40 2
21 < n < 30 41 3
31 <n<40 42 4
41 <n<50 43 5
51 <n<60 44 6
61 <n<70 45 7
20. Calculated inlet corrected airflow
WK2 = W2 *V/ 
aT
21. Total fan face airflow.
W3=WF+WE
22. Fan pressure ratio
FPR = PTMAV/PTFAV
23. Fan duct exit velocity
1/2
VM = [2gR Y l ) * TTMAV [ l - (PMAV 	 Y 3
TTMAV = Average fan duct nozzle total temperature
TTMAV = 518.688 * OF




24. Corrected compressor speed.
1,01 = CN1 /V  E
25. Corrected plower turbine speed.




rResultant of nacelle lift and drag forces.
FXZ = (FX2 + FZ2)112
FX - Drag force
FZ = Lift force
Corrected inlet airflow per square foot.
WK1A = WK1/12.98




alculations for the reverse testing mode are the same as the forward mode with
oilowing exceptions.
WK1 is not computed.
Wl is not computed
PTFAR - Fan face total pressure average, area weighted (2 rakes)
PTFAR = PTFAVR/PTO
20
PTFAVR = E PTFR i /n ; if PTFR i is > PTO + .1
^ - 1
n is the number of probes that satisfy the above
requirement. <20
PTFRi are the individual fan face total pressures,.
if n=0 • then , PTFAR S1 PTFAVR 0.0
DISF - Fan face pressure distortion
DUF = (PTFRMA.X - PTFR
MIN ) / PTFFAVR
prc,viding PTFRtIAX AND PTFRMIN are > PTO + .1
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­1
1 4. FN Core engine nozzle thrust
VNI (WE+FF)
P C 9
VNI - ideal velocity
WE	 = core engine mass flow
FF	 = fuel flow, table look-up F(CKNI)
9	 = gravitational constant 32.174
15. VNI Ideal engine nozzle exit velocity
f(TTNAV. PO,PTNAV), subroutine SPEEDZ used.
Y-1	
1/2
VNI	 2gR(	 (TTNAV) (I- PO
FT WHAV
19. W2 not computed
20. WK2 not computed
21. W3 not computed
22. FPR Fan stage pressure ratio
PTFAVR
PTMAV
23. VMI Ideal fan duct exit velocity
f(TTF, PO, PTFAVR), Subroutine SPEE07 used
Y-1	
112
P0VMI	 29R(	 (TTF) (1-pl-FAyk Y
2n ETIN ( N2 (25412	 4­ TTMAV(33000) (WF-WE) ( .2395) ( 3600T
ETIN = Engine torque (inch/lb)
26. XMC i - Fan inlet cowl mach no. - rot computed.
28. WKIA - not computed.
29. DISM - Fan duct nozzle distortion
(PT
"MAX - PTI^ IN )/PTI,AV
chosen from PTM i where 1	 1,10PTMMAX 1 PTNIN
• R-EPRODUCIBILM Or$
o nRTAINAL PAGE IS P("
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30. FRAM - Ram drag
WE VFPS [COS(ALPHAI)]g
where WE	 = core engine mass flow
VFPS = tunnel velocity
	
g	 = gravitational constant 32.114
ALPHAI = model angle of attack from tunnel paper
recording
31. CT - Reverse thrust coefficient (Hamilton/Standard)
RISErr
2(RHO)(ND)2
where RISE - the time average value of the pressure rise be ind
the Q-FAN. PTFAVR-PTI-AV
RHO = tunnel free stream density
	
N	 = N1 - propeller speed (RPS) (Nl/60.)
	
0	 = propeller diameter (ft.) - (4.,58331)
32. FNREV - Reverse thrust
CT (WF*VMI)
9
g	 = 32.174 gravitational constant	 •	 ai
VlI = ideal velocity (fan duct exit)
WF" = mass flow (core engine compressor face)
Cl = thrust coefficient.
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The Wind Tunnel test conditions were recorded by the Wind Tunnel data
system and output on punched paper tape. This tape was loaded into the
PDP8/I along with the SDDS tape to produce a combined data output. Data
values contained on the NASA tape were: Run, Conoition, Angle of Attack,
q, Voo, TTO, POs PTO Lift, Drag, Sideforce, Pitching Moment, Rolling
Moment and Yawin Moment. Separate recordings of Tunnel total pressure
and temperature ?PTT, TTT) and static pressure (PST) were made by the
SDDS as a backup to the Wind Tunnel supplied PTO, TTO, and P0. Figure
17 shows the model force component and sign convention used for this test.
The final data are contained on microfilm and have been included with
this report as Volume II. Two sets of data (tabulated) are included; one
in English units and the other in metric (SI) units. Included with the
final data tabulations are total pressure contour plots for the fan face
and core engine compressor face stations. Machine (SC4020) plotsof the
inlet cowl surface Mach number versus station plots are also inciuded
for each test point.
TEST PROCEDURE
Testing was done at NASA-ARC on first and second shifts. At the begin-
ning of each day's testing and/or run-startup the data systems were all
check calibrated and adjusted for the proper barometric readings. A
wind-off zero was taken on the force measuring system. The following
general sequence was then followed:
1) Start Wind Tunnel into the synchronizing mode.
2) Start fan gearbox scavenging pump
3) Start fan gearbox lubrication pump.
4) Start fan blade and PLA control hydraulic pressure pump
5) A final inspection of the facility and model test systems
was completed.
6) The Wind.Turnel was then brought on-line
7) The engine was then started
8) The Wind Tunnel access door was cloy'=d
9) The enc}ine was left at idle power until the Wind Tunnel speed
was wii.hin approximately 200 of the and value. Then in parallel,
the engine power setting (usually max, at the beginning of
a run) and wind tunnel q were adjusted to the desired end value.
11
10) The te!;t system was then allowed to stabilize for 15 seconds
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TEST PROCEDURE (Continued)
11) The engine power and/or fan blade angle were then reset to
the next test condition. A detailed list of test conditions,
sequence and the test points is contained in the "Detail
Test Plan" appendix C.
12) After a sequence of test conditions were recorded the wind
tunnel velocity and/or inlet angle of attack were reset to
a new point. When the inlet angle of attack was reset the
engine power was always set at some intermediate to high level
such that there would be no chance of airflow separation (The
inlet airflow separation was predicted to occur at low airflow
settings) within the inlet.
A detailed record of the test . conditions and notations are contained on
the test run logs,	 Appendix D. Listed also are any leaking, disconnected,
or plugged pressures, shorted thermocouples, etc.
TEST RESULTS
The test, as was previously stated, was terminated in the very early
stages of running. Only seven of a desired thirty-six test conditions
were recorded before the termination of testing. The following is a
brief summary of the major events occurring during the three test periods.
The model was setup at Tulalip and after the normal amount of problems,
"debugging" and adjustment, the first "engine-on" runs were attempted.
Inspection of the engine and fan after the initial short check run re-
vealed one fan blade in reverse pitch, completely out of synchroniza-
tion. The fan assembly was disassembled and It was determined that a re-
taining collar (to the blade pitch act( ,ator) had broken on that partic-
ular blade. The fan actuator assembly was then air freighted back to
H-S at Windsor Locks, Conn. The actuator was repaired, inspected and the
retaining collars replaced. It was determined that the cause of this
failure was due to a previous rework of the actuator system for additional
stroke (blade pitch). During this rework too much materi.l had been
machined from the end stop. The additional travel now allowed the "blade
follower" ' to over center whereupon during actuator retractior , it jammed
and caused the collar to be broken. The fan was reassembled and checkout
tests of the system resumed on a near normal'hasis. An airflow calibra-
tion run was rude (runs 2-7) followed by the :lose proximity ground plane
tests (runs 8-20). During the ground plane tests a large (10' X 20')
deflector plate was mounted to the front of a forklift and positioned
at distances of 7', 5', and 3' behind the core engine exhaust nozzle exit
to evaluate back pressuring effects. After these tests were completed
the model was sent to NASA-ARC.
The model was installed for the first time in the 40' X 80' WT in approx-
imately 9 shifts. Testing began (run 21, 22) and continued through the
static test conditions, 0 alpha (runs 22-25).
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During the first "wind on" test series, 40 knots, 0' alpha, a large
"pop" occurred within the nacelle followed by larSe quantities of dis-
charged oil. The core engine oversped, the overspeed protection cir-
cuits activated, and the system shut down. Upon close inspection of the
system it was determined that the fan would not rotate and disassembly
of the fan system was undertaken in the Wind Tunnel. It was found that
the main power transfer gear, the sun gear, in the fan gear box had
failed and pieces had damaged and jambed the other gears. The engine/fan
system was then removed from the Wind Tunnel for repair and returned to
H-S.
The repairs took approximately 10 weeks with the model being returned to
NASA-ARC in mid-September. The model was again installed in the 40' X
80' WT (6 shifts) and testing resumed with run 28. The static condition
was repeated, (run 28) followed by 40 knots, 0% 20', 45', and 60' alpha
(runs 32 - 37). At the 75 knot, 75' alpha point the test engine again
failed, first with emitted sparks, smoke, and oil followed by an explo=
lion and disintegration of the aft portion of the engine. A small fire
ensued but was quickly extinguished by the N2 system and hand held CO2
extinguishers. The immediate tunnel area and downstream in the diffuser
to the trash screen were littered with bits and pieces of the engine
turbine sections. Four holes were existant in the Wind Tunnel walls at
various locations where the engine Oird stage turbine wheel, which had
burst, had exited the tunnel circuit.
A formal accident review board was immediately convened by NASA to
investigate and determine the cause of the accident, any negligence, and
if applicable, recommend any future precautions or procedures. Several
people, familiar with this type of engine, this type of failure were
called in as consultants and investigators. A;: the time of this writing
theaccident board findings have not yet been released nor have any of
the photographs of the damaged hardware.
A detailed analysis of the data acquired may tie found in the Propulsion
Staff document, reference 2. An analysis of ;he fan blad:: stresses,
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To:	 W. M. Shain
cc:	 J. Syberg
Subject:	 Instrumentation Report, Test 2532 - "Quiet Faro Engine Inlet
Evaluation For Lift/Cruise For Airplane."
reference:	 Your Test Instrumentation Request #1620 dated 3-26-76
For the record we attach simplified block diagrams and give below pertinent
details of the instrumentation used in the subject test, which was performed
Fit the NASA Ames 40' x 80' Wind Tunnel, Moffett Field, California.
A. SEMORS
Chnl. Sym.	 Variable	 Description	 S/K	 Secsitivity
100*	 S/V A	 Scanivalve "A"	 Statham PM131 -25D	 22138 100 cts/psi
101*	 S/V B	 of	 "B's 	 35781"
102*	 S/V C	 it "c"	 to	 50888
103*	 S/V D	 to	 °'D"	 to
	 '°	
m
300** S/V E	 ,^	 ..E„	 57571
350*** S/V F	 "F"	 Statham PM 856-25D 333
070
	
Ptt	 Press, tunnel total	 PM5-1 D	 6329
071
	
Pst	 static	 PM6 -2.5D	 11239
072	 Ttt	 Temp,	 total	 Rosemount 104YA	 A4664 1000 cts/OF
084	 Pdcl	 Press, dyn, core	 Kulite XQID93-15
	 307	 33,334 ct!;/psi,,
085	 Pdc: 2	 310
087	 Pdf1	 to 	 fan	 2766-5	 28
o88	 Pdf2	 "	 °'	 "	 °'	 48	 to
089	 Pdf3
	
of	 to	 If	 it	 to	 30
	
it
*and every 4th channel thereafter ***and the following 10 channels
*wand the following 47 channels
i
Nami.lton -Standard provided the sensors for N1 rpm, 112 rpm, exhaust gas temp.,
torque, power lever angle, fan blade angle, and 12 other temperatures. NASA
Ames provided the sensor for Alpha (Model angle of attack).
In addition w_ provided other sensors for displaying certain key parameters
on x-y plotters. These were:
Remarks
Fed into a pressure a •= era^,v.er and
the numerator of an analog divide2
Denom. of Analog Divider
Sens.: - 1 psi per in,:h
Sens.: - 1 port per st=ep
B. SIGNAL CONDITIONERS i
1. Pressures: Twenty power & balance units, MZ model 1400 or Sigma
Model SC-610, were used. Their excitation voltages were as follows:








Ptt - 0 .410 VDC P03-13.103 VDC
'•^	 ^1' - 5.770 Pat - 1.120 Pc13 - 1.46810
- 5.172 Pdcl - 5.968 Pc33 - 1.491
"	 "D" - 5.316	 " Pdc2 - 4.620 Pc37 - 1.500
"E" - 5.306	 "' Pdfl - io.163 Pc38 - 1.490
"	 "F" - 8.81G Pdf2 - 1.0. 581 Ptt(abs) - 4.391	 .
2. Dynamic Prossures: These  were designated Pdc 1, Pdc 2, and Pdfl
thru Pdf3. After leaving the power & balance units mentioned above, their
signals were passed thru DC-blocking capacitors then magnified 100
times by Preston DWel 8300 amplifiers. These were then converted to
RM5 values by Boeing type 64-32684 RMS meters (which were set on the
300 MV range), then attenuated by a factor of ten before being recorded
on the data system. These were also displayed on small_ monitor scope:
(Calico Model 7000) and on pointer type indicators (Honeywell W. 0-114A►
range).
3. • Other Parameters
Variable	 Signal Conditioner 	 Range	 Remarks




Pace BRJ14 -K Ref. Jct.	 1500 F Ref. Temp.
Ttm & Tte
	
Pace BRJ14-E " 	 to
In addition, the. signals provided by Hamilton Standard were b;iifered by
Preston 8300 ' amplifiers set at unity gain, then attenuated to' fit
the data system ' s 100 MY range.
C. DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM
Boeing"Standard Digital Data System (SDDS)," Dwg. 64-31305. See attached
block diagram.
D. DATA PROCESSIVG SYSTEM
Boeing "Tulalip Processing System", built Exound a Digital Equipment Corp.
PDP-8/I computer. See attached block diagram.
The software was prepared by BCS' Anne Wene ema u and John Benner. The
digital programs were listed as "DEC 017", "SHV 017", and "PN 026".
In addition tt•o plotter programs were written: "SRV 027" for Inlet
Pressure Mapping and "SRV 035" for Mach Plats.
E. MSISCELLA,NEOUS
1. I,_Line Cox trols: Although Hamilton Standard had primary responsibility
for this, we helped extensively. Among our contributions were:
(a) Fabricating extension cables
(b) Wiring the motors for lubrication pups and cooling fans;
providing interconnecting control cables for same.
(c) Providing a 400 HZ power supply for, and system calibrating,
the transmitter indicator systems for fuel pressure, oil
	 ^,
pressure and gear box oil. pressure . 'f'G"' ix
ZD	 A
..
	 e	 ^ _ era .^.».. 
.	 ......
	 ..... .. .
Page 3
(d) Providing starter system cables and solenoids.
2. X-Y Plots: Three HP 7001A plotters were provided and set up to
measure:
(a) Cowl Inlet Pressures (averaged) 4 Ptt versus FM (RMS)
(b) Model Angle of Attack versus Pdfl (RMS)
(c) Fan Face Inlet Pressure versus Port Position
3. Pan Inlet Pressure Rake Stresses: Four strain gage bridges, signal
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AUTHOR: John L. Benner u48
^x
PURPOSE: EXTRA6.01 calculates the Allison Distortion Index for the
NASA-AMES TEST 2532.
DISCUSSION: The Allison Distortion Index is calculated using the following q
procedure.	 First the rake average total pressure for each of ?^
the eight rake arms are calculated.	 Next the rake average pres-
sures for 12 imaginary arms are calculated.
	 These pressure have
the following relationship to the actual
	 recorded pressures.
Imaginary
	 =	 5/6 Actual	 +	 1/6 Actual
Rake No.	 Rafe No.	 Rake No.
1( 30 de	 8	 1
3	 7	 6^90deg)
4	 12.0 deg)	 6	 7
6	 (180 deg)	 5	 4
7	 (210 deg)	 4	 5
9	 270 deg	 3	 2
10	 (300 deg	 2	 3
12	 (360 deg)	 1	 8
Imaginary	 Average	 of	 Actual
4	 Y: Rake No.	 Rake No.	 and	 Rake No.
2	 7	 8J60deg)
5	 150 deg)	 5	 6
8	 deg	 3	 41240
11	 330 deg	 1	 2
From these rake average pressures, the twelve contiguous 120
-degree sector average pressures are calculated.	 The minimum
120 degree sector is then located from this array.
The average compressor face total pressure (PTRRA) is calculated
as the arithmetic average of the original 48 recorded pressures.
Since ring number 3 lies close to the radius that separates the
t outer 40 and inner 60 percent of the total compressor face area,
the outer 40 percent average total pressure (PTRRPA) is calcu-
lated as the arithmetic average of rings 1-3 and inner 60 per-
cent total pressure (PTRRFA) as the arithmetic average of rings
3-6.	 Radial total pressure distortion is then calculated as
KR = PTRRPA - PTRRFA/PTRRA
























The composite distortion index is calculated as
KCOMP =	 KR2 T KTHETA2
USAGE:	 •CALL. EXTRA6(I4)





OTDAT3i = Array for output of ALLISON variables.
ODA1'3N i
 = Array containing the names of the ALLISON variables.
ODAT3U i
 = Array containing the units of the ALLISON variables.
ODAT3F i
 = Array containing the formats of the ALLISON variables.
CDAY	 = Calculation day.
CMONTH	 = Calculation, month.
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The Hamilton Standard QFT-55 •full scale Q-Fan kmonstrator propulsor
was 'ut'ilized by Boeing Aerospace Company to fabricate a large scale
variable pitch Lift/Cruise fan nacelle. The unit was tested at
Boeing's Tulalip, Washington static test ` facility and the VASA Ames
40' x 80' wind tunnel 'under a NASA Prize Contract NAS2-9215. The
I	 objectives of the tests were to determine the range of nacelle tilt r
angles, freestream velocities, and engine airflow levels for which a
fixed lip inlet can provide pressure recoveries and distortion levels
that result in acceptable engine core/fan operating characteristics and
fan blade stress levels. This document presents the results of the
blade stress data acquired during both phases of the testing.
j	 INTRODUCTION
A comprehensive lift/cruise fan technology data base is required for
the development of V/STOL-airplanes for both civilian and military
applications. Toward this objective, a 'Boeing designed engine nacelle,
housing the existing Hamilton Standard 4.5 foot variable pitch fan driven
by a Lycoming T55-L -}1A turboshaft erigine was tested in the NASA-ARC
40' x 80' wind tunnel;,
TEST HARDWARE
The test hardware consisted of an asyunetric inlet, variable pitch`
Q-Fan and a T55-L-11A gas turbine. Appropriate cowling, fairings,






In connection with the Boeing-NASA V/STOL aircraft program, blade
vibratory stresses weremeasured during the testing of the Hamilton
Standard Q-Fan Demonstrator at Boeing's test facility (Tulalip) and
in the NASA Ames 40' x 80' wind tunnel. This memorandum reports on
the results of these :measurements.`
The rotating components of unit under test were identical to those
described in Report NASA C:R-121265 (HSER 6163) which covered the
stresses measured at Hamilton Standard. Referring to Figure 6 (Page 239)
of that report, stresses were measured using the strain gage's located
at 362 nm (14.25 in.) from the blade tip on Blades No. 1, 6 and 7 during 	 fr
this test program. Prior testing showed that the highest • readings were	 1
at this location. The stresses were recorded on magnetic tape and played
back onto Sanborn records. Also recorded and played back were torque,
fan speed, and 'blade angle. The playback also included the IF (once per
fan revolution) component of the total vibratory stress for the strain
gage on Bl ade No 1. For the Ames tests, wind tunnel speed and fan angle
of attack (actually yaw inflow angle) were noted on the log. The PLA
(por^rer .lever angle) was also logged.
Three series of tests were conducted:
1. Static tests were conducted during the period from July 8-10, 1976,
at Boeing's ,test_facil ty. Testing included a simulated ground
plane at nominal distances from one to two meters (3 to 7 feet)
behind the fan/engine assembly.
2. Tests were conducted in the Peres tunnol during the period from
July 23-26, 1976.; Tunnel speeds were zero and 20 meters per second'
(40 knots). There was no inflow angle for these tests.
3. Additional tests were conducted in the Ames tunnel during the
period from October 1-4, 1976. Tunnel speeds were 20 and 39 m/s
(40 and 75 knots). Inflow angles for these tests were 0°, 45 and
.	 90° a- 20 m/s (40 knots) and 00 9 23 0 , 45',60°' and 75° at 39 m/s
(75 knots)
Maximum fan, speeds and blade angles were 3369 RP14 and 56 0.
For the f;rst series oftests, without the simulated grund plane, the
maximum measured total vibratory stress was + 13.8 MN/m ? (+ 2000 psi) and
the maxim um measured IF stress component was+ 1.9 MN/m2;(+ 270 psi).
The maximum total stress condition was associated with operation near the
3F/1f critical speed, where the aerodynamic excitation component at three
cycles per revolution is near the first flatwise natural bending frequency
of the blades. A critical speed diagram is shown on Figure 5-39 of Report
i4ASA CR-12.1265. With the simulated ground plane, the maximum' measured total
vibratory stress was + 26.2 NN/m' (+ 3800 psi) and the maximum measured IF
component was + 3.2 hiN/m2 (+ 460 psi) .




TEST RESULTS (continued) r
^
For the second series of tests, the maximum measured total vibratory €	 J.
(I, stress was ± 8.3 MN/m2 (+ 1200 psi) and again this was at operation ^	 .l
ear`the 3F71f critical speed. 	 No IF component was deduced for these
tests.
For the third series of tests, the maximum measured total vibratory
stress for steadystate operating conditions was + 18.6 MN/me.2
(+ 2700 psi);i) and	 he maximum measured IF stress . component was + 3.1 MN/m rt
(+ 450 psi).	 The maximum stress conditions were at•the maximum tested
inflow angl e and tunnel seed	 60	 and 3g
	 p	 m / s (75 knots) . E,	 1
The ma imum measured vibratory stresses are well within the continuous
allowable level	 for these blades, which have solid aural 	 spars.	 The
Sanborn playbacks disclosed no new or unusual stress condition.
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41(6 A 38:1 Vo=10 knot 's	 DL= 60°
41'1 _ A 41.7 yo = 0	 CC= 90° 12f 1 A 19."1
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Vo - 60
.
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Ve	 12o knots	 k= 600
y
Vo - 90 knots	 DC-156 Vo =15 knobs:	 oL= IZD°
(zo) 21/1 5 (z1) zs^ l s (z Z.)
IS/Z 5- (Z4) 21 f 2 6 (22) 2.5 /Z 5 (Z4)
1513' _ A 3Za 2114. 5 (2s) 25 3 S (26)
15/4 A 3s.z Z  15 A 29,5. 25/4
21/6 A X1:2 ZS /5 A 30.5
Vo = 40 knetS o(= 60° 211i A 33.5 25/b A 33A
Ibf I A 21.0 218 A 29.6 25/1 A 31.1
161z A 25.8 ZI/9 5 (ZO ZS /S A 403
1GJ3 A 34.3
voo=55 knots	 x=t2a'16/4 A 40.1 Vo =o 	OL= -IS°
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27 f 5 A	 i
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29 /2 A Z2.5 33 jZ A 23 :Z
Z^^3 A 25.0 33 3 A 28.5
t
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